Filigree Quilt Pattern

Finished Size: 56 1/2” x 56 1/2”

Cutting:

Cut PE-433 fabric into:
128 - 3” x 5” rectangles (Fabric A)

Cut DEN-S-2003 fabric into:
128 - 3” x 5” rectangles (Fabric B)

Cut WOT-31407 fabric into:
11 - 6” squares (Fabric C)

Cut WOT-21407 fabric into:
12 - 6” squares (Fabric C)

Cut WOT-21405 fabric into:
10 - 6” squares (Fabric C)

Cut WOT-21401 fabric into:
11 - 6” squares (Fabric C)

Cut WOT-21404 fabric into:
10 - 6” squares (Fabric C)
10 - 3” squares (Fabric D)

Cut WOT-21403 fabric into:
10 - 6” squares (Fabric C)

Cut WOT-31406 fabric into:
32 - 3” squares (Fabric D)

Cut WOT-31402 fabric into:
12 - 3” squares (Fabric D)

Cut WOT-21408 fabric into:
10 - 3” squares (Fabric D)

Cut DEN-L-4000 fabric into:
5 - 2 1/2” x 60” width of fabric strips for binding (Fabric E)

Fabric Requirements:

1 2/3 yards PE-433
1 1/4 yards DEN-S-2003*
1/2 yard WOT-31407
1/2 yard WOT-21407
1/2 yard WOT-21405
1/2 yard WOT-21401
3/8 yard WOT-31406
Fat Quarter WOT-31402
Fat Quarter WOT-21408
1/2 yard DEN-L-4000*
3 3/4 yards WOT-21400

* Denim fabric is 60” wide.

Creative Grids 7 1/2” Quilting Square Ruler #CGR7

Check out our YouTube tutorial

The Filigree Quilt is made from the Wonderful Things collection by Bonnie Christine for Art Gallery Fabrics.
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Blocks:

Use ¼" seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.

Cut the Fabric C squares on the diagonal twice.


Assemble two matching Fabric C triangles and one Fabric B rectangle. Pay close attention to pressing arrows.

Assemble two Fabric A rectangles and one Fabric D square. Inner Filigree Unit should measure 3" x 12". Pay close attention to pressing arrows.

| Make twenty-two Outer Filigree Units. | Make twenty-four Outer Filigree Units. | Make twenty-two Outer Filigree Units. | Make twenty Outer Filigree Units. |

| Make twenty Outer Filigree Units. | Make twenty Outer Filigree Units. |

Filigree Quilt Pattern

Assemble two matching Outer Filigree Units and one Center Filigree Unit. Pay close attention to pressing arrows.

Using the Creative Grids 7 ½” Quilting Square Ruler, trim the Partial Filigree Unit to measure 7 ½” x 7 ½”.

Make eleven Partial Filigree Units.
Make twelve Partial Filigree Units.
Make eleven Partial Filigree Units.
Make ten Partial Filigree Units.
Make ten Partial Filigree Units.
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Assemble the Filigree Block.

Filigree Block should measure 14 ½” x 14 ½”.

Make six.

Make five.

Make five.
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Quilt Center:

Assemble Quilt Center.
Press rows in alternating directions.
Quilt Center should measure 56 1/2" x 56 1/2".

Finishing:

Piece the Fabric E strips end to end.
Quilt and bind as desired.